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1 Introduction
As the atmosphere after World War II settled down in the

tional armament and in the diplomatic world? NATO and its

1950s, ballistic missiles and nuclear weapons started to rise.

1

closest allies are facing a growing threat from eastern countries

They became the interest of the mighty superpowers as USA or

- most pressing issues represent North Korea and Iran.3 Even

USSR. Not only because of the power of the weapons to destroy,

Germany started to increase their contribution to the MDS

but because of power added to negotiations due to owning weap-

lately to strengthen the shield against missiles.4 However, as

ons of mass destruction as well. There are more than 30 coun-

the MDS grows stronger, the bond between Russia and China

tries disposing of missile systems nowadays. And as always -

deepens as well.5 And Russia accounts every improvement of the

every action causes a reaction. However, not all of the military

NATO MDS as a threat.6

2

reactions must be violent towards the aggressor. Not with the

The issue of MDS has been held back for a few months - but

Missile Defense System (hereinafter “MDS”) in NATO’s arsenal.

recent events call for an immediate response with possible solu-

Why is the MDS such an important aspect of the interna-

tions.

2 The development of Missile Defense System
In the year 2002, the NATO Missile Defence Feasibility

upon extending programmes capabilities in order to secure Eu-

Study was conducted to explore the possibilities of MDS which

ropean territory as well.8 The programme called EPAA was fi-

embodied positive results and led to the launch of Active Lay-

nally launched and Turkey, Romania, the Netherlands and Spain

ered Ballistic Missile Defence (Hereinafter ALTBMD) three

were the first states to contribute to the fulfilment of the goals

years later.7

set in Lisbon.9

Lisbon Summit in 2010 brought an important contribution

Achieving the goals was confirmed during Warsaw Summit

to NATO. By final signing of the ALTBMD, states have agreed

in 2016, where the states had not only debated the outcome of

Picture 1: NATO MDS capabilities in Europe50
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the Lisbon MDS goals but the increase of the support for MDS

•

As seen, throughout the years, MDS became an important

•

Poland will be hosting another Aegis Ashore site at the
Redzikowo military base (in the 2018 timeframe);

tool in the military operations, political negotiations and finally
was confirmed a bright future by being assigned enough finan-

Germany hosts the command centre at Ramstein Air
Base;

operations through the Warsaw declaration as well.

10

•

Additionally, in the context of the EPAA, Spain hosts

cial resources. With enough international support and financial

four multi-mission BMD-capable Aegis ships at its naval

security, MDS started to grow and furthermore develop its util-

base in Rota. These assets are national contributions and

ities to its current state.

are integral parts of the NATO BMD capability. “11

Last amendments to the MDS setups were done at the War-

However, Poland was forced to postpone additional Aegis

saw Summit in 2016, as follows: “As a part of the US European

Ashore radar and missile complex placing for two years due to

Phased Adaptive Approach (EPAA):

technical difficulties and the negotiations still continue.12

•
•

Turkey hosts a US BMD (Ballistic Missile Defence) Ra-

Apart from promises of above-mentioned states, the Neth-

dar at Kürecik;

erlands, Denmark and lastly the United Kingdom promised to

Romania hosts an Aegis Ashore site at Deveselu Air

advance their BMD activity for the purpose of NATO BMD pro-

Base (declared operational on 12 May 2016);

gramme as well.

3 Types of missiles
Missiles, in general, are considered to be a weapon serving

Ballistic missiles are characteristic for their high-arch tra-

to deliver an explosive warhead operating at high speed. Being

jectory and their downfall onto their target.15 Their strength lays

provided with the best location technologies, missiles are highly

in the ability to carry nuclear warheads as well as other vari-

accurate when reaching their target.13

ous payload. They are divided into four categories: short-range,

Cruise missiles are constructed to fly at low altitude and

medium-range, intermediate-range and Intercontinental ballis-

are capable of reaching their target with the highest accuracy

tic missiles (hereinafter ICBMs), based on the distance they can

thanks to combining systems such as global positioning system,

travel.16 Of all the types, ICBMs are the most pressing issues for

optical scenery correlation, terrain comparing radar and inertial

global security and for NATO in today’s world. ICBMs can reach

guidance system.

targets from 5 500 to 16 000 kilometres afar.17 The longest dis-

14

Picture 2: Longest range ICBM overview51
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tance overcame Russian R-36M - full 16 000 kilometers.18 R-36M,

in 2017 which had shaken the military environment once again.21

so-called “Satan” became first Russian ICBM and underwent

However, the issue was addressed in 2016 during the NATO

many improvements,

19

and even after firing the “Satan II”, Satan

remains the most effective ICBM above all.

20

Newly, North Korea

had started its own ICBM programme and fired the Hwasong-15

Warsaw Summit for the last time - NATO has not discussed the
consequences of newly occurred ICBM tests on the following
summits yet.22

4 How does Missile Defence System work?
As a defensive and deterrence system under the Integrated
Air and Missile Defence programme (hereinafter IAMD), MDS
can only be taken as a threat to diplomatic relations and not as
a weapon such as a missile itself. To be activated, a hostile missile must be recognised by NATO MDS Satellites, whose functioning is based on infrared technology.23 The data of its direction are analysed within seconds and the anticipated trajectory
of a missile is identified.24 This information is shortly afterwards
received in the main NATO MDS Command and Control centre
in Ramstein (Germany) and further analysed by NATO experts.25
If a threat is detected, all of the NATOs MDS assets are informed
and activated.
When the engines of the missile are shut down, Satellites can
no longer detect the missile and therefore three Radars come into

Picture 3: NATO MDS Structure52

play. The AN/TPY-2, the Smart-L Radar and the AN/SPY-1 (part
of Navy AEGIS combat system) – each one possessing slightly

where one missile is supposed to destroy the other. Either at-

different features: American land-based radar, Netherland’s sea-

mospheric or exoatmospheric encounter can happen and for

-based vehicle and an American navy combat cruiser radar.

All

each one of them, different technology is needed. Destroying

together, they track the warhead which deployed from a hostile

missile which reenters the atmosphere is a task for the PATRIOT

missile and created so-called “threat cloud”.

system, the SM-3 (which is part of the AEGIS system) and the

26

27

The following step

is assigning the task of destroying hostile warhead to one of the
NATO’s land-based vehicles and the release of an interceptive
missile itself.

SAMP/T system (in France and Italy).28
Either way, the whole process takes up to only a few minutes29 and is called “Layered” due to its many dimensional setups

The type of vehicle assigned the task depends on the place

in order to leave no space for any error.30

5 Functionality and Eﬀectivity of Missile Defence System
One of the most pressing issues for MDS has always been

MDS in the operation Rapid Arrow in 2011 – the test took

The uncertainty of it has caused the lack

only 5 minutes and 5 stations to analyse the whole missile

of funding towards MDS and for many years left the pro-

attack.33 It was led by the Germans but as representing multi-

gramme with the minimum needed for its functioning – the

-layered system – the interceptive missile was fired from

programme was expected to show its capability to survive in

Créte.34 Until Rapid Arrow 2011, the functionality of MDS

these hostile, underpaid conditions.32

was declared only by computer simulations, which left the

its functionality.

31

This, however, was changed with the successful test of

5

member states a broad field for disputes.35
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The tests of US BMD has given many things to worry

sia. The effectivity of the longest on‑going MDS Programme,

about – if a non‑member state would fire a ballistic mis-

which belongs to the USA was stated to be 55% effective,

sile against one of the member states, there would be, with

which leaves a broad space for questioning the effectivity of

a high probability, more than one missile and on top of that,

all the MDSs by member states.37

definitely those with technical features such as confusers or

However, as the time proceeded, member states rec-

multiple independent re‑entry vehicles (MIRVs) would be

ognised the importance of the military action such as

included.

Therefore the potential of the BMD is found in

MDS and started making contributions done not on the

the alleviation of the missiles of states such as Iran or KLDR,

financial basis, but on building new BMD vehicles them-

however, BMD could never withstand in a war against Rus-

selves.38

36

6 Costs
Building new structures and updating communication

billion euros as a minimum budget for the following 10 years.39

platforms for MDS might seem like a small price for military

The NATO MDS provides a network to which each member state

security. But the costs still play an important role in every na-

can contribute by purchasing one or more missile defence com-

tion’s budget and affect the development of the programme

ponents, however, the choice of the cost and the type of vehicle

dramatically. Lisbon Summit pledged the MDS more than 170

remains a decision of each state.40

7 Who is in political charge of the NATO Missile Defence System?
The Defence Policy and Planning Committee (Reinforced)

The Air and Missile Defence Committee (hereinafter

(hereinafter DPPC(R)) takes steps to ensure the MDS’s securing

AMDC) coordinates the whole programme and brings all the

capability and oversee its strengths and weaknesses.41

important aspects together.43 It is supported by the Panel on Air

The Conference on National Armaments Directors (Here-

and Missile defence which provides policy recommendations.

inafter CNAD) is responsible for technical development of the

Together they form a source of information for other senior

programme.

committees.44

42

8 Diplomacy behind the Missile Defence System
The MDS plays a key role in international relations.

last North‑Korean missile which testing was successful.

States which are able to defend themselves against missiles

United Nations gathered to address the possible nuclear

have a stronger position than those reliant mainly on ne-

threat, however, NATO still stands silent. 48 The United Na-

gotiations themselves as a prevention. Because the MDS

tions declared no preventive war after its gathering, how-

puts the success of the aggressor into question like no ne-

ever, accounts political sanctions to be a more helpful tool

gotiations ever.

to tackle the issue. 49

45

Neither of the pair MDS and negotiations

promises 100% success - but together they stand as an im-

The strengthening of NATO’s BMD could resolve into
a vicious circle - the stronger the BMD of NATO, the bigger

portant player.
As NATO started to implement the EPAA, it put the

the will of Russia or China to build up their own MDS. And

Russia felt that

better MDS in the end on both sides would resolve into the

EPAA is decreasing their deterrent and undermines their

will to create even stronger weapons - which would make

effort to negotiate with Iran.

for an arms race.

NATO‑Russia relationship into question.

6

47

46

Important aspect plays the
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9 Conclusion
As harmless as MDS can seem, the true issue lies in in-

has on the international political environment. Each state

ternational relations and its costs. NATO member states

must respect its boundaries and find the middle ground be-

must negotiate the importance of international peace ver-

tween being defended and being overly defensive, which

sus national security. One of the pressing issues might be

could raise a worldwide concern of what NATO is prepar-

considered the cost of such a system and the influence it

ing for.
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Questions for the negotiations
1.

Is the area covered by MDS large enough?

2.

What meaning has the MDS for your state?

3.

Is there a more effective way to ensure peace for the Alliance?

4.

How much is your state willing to contribute to the development of the system?

Recommended reading
NATO Strategic Concept
https://www.nato.int/strategic-concept/pdf/Strat_Concept_web_en.pdf
NATO Ballistic Missile Defence Fact Sheet
https://www.nato.int/nato_static_fl2014/assets/pdf/pdf_2016_07/20160630_1607-factsheet-bmd-en.pdf
Missiles of the world
https://missilethreat.csis.org/missile/

Used abbreviations
MDS – Missile defense system
BMD – Ballistic missile defense
ALTBMD – Active Layered Ballistic Missile Defense
EPAA – European Phased Adaptive Approach
ABM – Anti-ballistic missile
STSS – Space tracking and surveillance system
MDSEC – Missile defense space experimentation centre
PTSS – Precision tracking space system
NFIRE – Near field infrared experiment
ABIR – Airborne Infrared sensors
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tohle je generální partner

tohle jsou TOP partneři

tohle jsou partneři

tohle jsou podporovatelé

tohle jsou mediální partneři
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